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and difficult to implement in many case not be described in
static terms [6].
Recently the change in military frequency bands is reflecting
3 aspects in terms of operation, technology, and regulation [7].
The first requires higher bandwidth, greater mobility, and
greater agility under a net-centric warfare (NCW). The second
entails the growing spectrum requirement, caused by the
advance of wireless technologies in the past 10 years and
explosive demands in mobile communications, which is
gradually extending encroachment to military bands. Finally
regulations ask for the frequency sharing and harmonization
including impacts of the World Radiocommunication
Conference and host nation sovereignty [8].
Along with these trends, nowadays the battlefields are
migrating from an individual centric platform to the
combination of various battle elements. This enables each one
to share related information in real time under NCW
environment. To obtain the effective frequency use and required
performance, wireless systems are essentially to keep
interoperability throughout terrestrial, space, satellite, and sense
networks. Thus the basic guidance of frequency utility with the
exclusive assignment or independent re-use in the time or space
domain can be applied to achieve those goals [9], [10]. However,
to assure interoperability for various systems under NCW
environment, with constraint in limited military spectra, in
advance, it is necessary to study coexistence or compatibility
analysis for the battlefield scenarios. Recent many studies in
civil applications were presented in terms of coexistence or
sharing between two different services from radio relay, fixed
satellite, fixed wireless access, WiMAX, airborne radar systems
[2], [11]-[17].
In addition, to calculate the radio coverage of terrestrial
wireless network, commercial tools were shown based on
various mathematical radio propagation models [18]-[20].
Recently to improve existing models in view of price and
limited functionalities of the existing professional network
planning tools, a radio signal coverage prediction software tool
was developed for open-source geographical resource [21]. On
the contrary, interference studies with geographic information
in military bands are rarely presented due to military specialty.
Thus the methodology of interference analysis combined with
geographic information is essential to keep interoperability for
systems operating at the VHF/UHF bands where the density of
spectrum utility is getting higher and higher [7].
In this paper, to provide one of frequency coordination tools
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I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE radio spectrum is a vital but limited natural resource
which provides the means to convey audio, video or other
information content over distances [1]. In general VHF/UHF
and microwave bands are much preferred due to better
propagation characteristics and are getting more spectrum
utilities compared with other ones. As time goes, these trends
are gradually accelerated in commercial and military
applications, and each nation has a basic principle of frequency
use, dividing spectrum resource into commercial and military
bands [2], [3]. So the interference analysis in these bands has
been greatly issued to assure interoperability or compatibility
for wireless systems. Basically there are two methodologies to
analyze the interference criteria. One is to use Monte Carlo
Analysis-SEAMCAT (Spectrum Engineering Advanced Monte
Carlo Analysis Tool), which is a statistical methodology for the
simulation of random process by randomly taking values from a
probability density function [4], [5]. The other is the Minimum
Coupling Loss (MCL) method, which has been extensively used
for estimation of interference mechanism even though it is rigid
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Tx antenna gain in the direction of receiver (Rx) antenna (dBi),
Gr is the Rx antenna gain in the direction of the Tx antenna

in the VHF/UHF bands under NCW environment, formulations
for field calculation and interference analysis are presented
based on Rec. ITU-R P.1546 with geographic information.
Performance and protection ratio including the net filter
discrimination are examined for the fixed wireless system
(FWS) interfered with the radar operated at the co-channel
frequency as well as frequency offset. Also interference effect
of the receiver is considered by varying radar beam direction
over azimuth and elevation angles.

(dBi), Lt and Lr are the total insertion loss of Tx and Rx (dB),
respectively, and L p stands for the propagation loss between

II. FORMULATION OF RECEIVED SIGNAL
A. Rec. ITU-R P.1546 and Discrimination Angle
The Recommendation ITU-R P.1546 explains a method for
point-to-area radio propagation predictions for terrestrial
services in the frequency range of 30 MHz to 3000 MHz [22]. It
can be used for calculating field strength values over land paths,
sea paths and/or mixed land-sea paths between 1.0 ~ 1000 km
for effective transmitting antenna heights less than 3000 m. Fig.
1 shows the field strength versus distance curves for a frequency
of 600 MHz.
The propagation curves in this Recommendation mean the
electric field strength for 1 kW effective radiated power (ERP)
at nominal frequencies of 100, 600, and 2000 MHz, respectively.
For any other frequencies, interpolation or extrapolation of the
values obtained for these nominal frequency values should be
used to get field strength values by virtue of the methods given
in this Recommendation.

Tx and Rx (dB).
Fig. 2 shows the geometry of FWS (Tx-Rx) and radar systems,
where the Rx of FWS may be interfered with the radar. Let’s


define two vectors, S from Rx to Tx and I from Rx to radar.
Then from two vectors one may have a S-I plane with a unit
normal vector a , and an angle  between two lines can be
readily calculated by the inner product of two vectors, which is
given by
 
S I
cos   
S I

(2)





S  ( xS  xRx ) x  ( yS  yRx ) y  ( zS  z Rx ) z

(3)





I  ( xI  xRx ) x  ( yI  yRx ) y  ( z I  z Rx ) z

(4)

where the locations of Tx, Rx, and radar are given by
rS ( xS , yS , zS ) , rRx ( xRx, yRx, zRx ) , and rI ( xI , yI , z I ) , respectively, and
x̂ , ŷ , and ẑ denote the unit vectors in rectangular coordinate
systems. Information of each location entails geographic
information of latitude, longitude, and altitude, and the distance
between two systems can be easily obtained from the magnitude
of each vector.

Fig. 2 Geometry of Tx, Rx and radar systems

Based on the Rec. ITU-R P.1546 the equivalent basic
transmission loss for 1 kW ERP is given by
Lp  139.3  E p.1546  20 log 10 f

Fig. 1 Field strength versus distance curves

where L p is the basic transmission loss (dB), EP.1546 means

The received power Pr (dBm) from the Friis formula can be
expressed by [23].
Pr  Pt  Gt  Gr  Lt  Lr  Lp

(5)

the electric field value (dB ( V / m)) obtained from the curves
of Fig. 1, and f is the frequency (MHz).

(1)

Considering the filtering effect of receiver selectivity for
counteracting unwanted signal from radar in Fig. 2, the received
interference power Pr (dBm) of Eq. (1) combined with Eq. (5)

where Pt is the transmitter (Tx) power (dBm), Gt means the
129
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given link [11]. If one relates the calculated (C / I )link with PR
equivalent to minimum required (C / I ) reflecting the maximum

is expressed by
Pr  EP.1546  PI  GI  GV  LI  LV  20 log 10 f  139.3  NFD (6)

allowable interference, the following equation is obtained by

(C / I )link  (C / I )min rqrd ( PR)

where PI is the peak power of the interfering system (dBm),
G I is the antenna gain of the interfering system in the direction
of the victim receiver (dBi), GV is the antenna gain of the
victim receiver in the direction of the interfering system (dBi),
L I and LV are the insertion losses of interfering system and
victim receiver (dB), respectively, and NFD is a net filter
discrimination (dB) depending upon transmitter spectrum mask
and overall receiver filter characteristics.

(11)

In consequence Fig. 3 depicts the concept of PR including
( N / I ) and minimum required (C / N ) where k is Boltzman’s
constant (1.38 1023 J / K ) , T is Kelvin temperature (K ) ,
and B is the receiver bandwidth (Hz).

B. Net Filter Discrimination (NFD)
The definition of NFD is given by [24]

P 
NFD  10 log 10  c 
 Pa 


(7)
Fig. 3 Concept of protection ratio

Pc   G ( f ) H ( f ) df
2

(8 )

0



Pa   G ( f  f ) H ( f ) df
2

Fig. 4 illustrates the FWS interfered with potentially multiple
interferers around Rx such as I1 , I 2 ,..., I n . Each interferer has its

(9)

own position vector with respect to Rx and produces its own S-I


plane from two vectors S and I i as shown in Fig. 2. Then the

0

where Pc is the total power received after co-channel RF, IF,
and baseband filtering, and Pa is the total power received after

discrimination angle i between two vectors can be obtained by
the inner product, and the antenna gain for i can be found.

offset RF, IF, and baseband filtering. The function of G ( f ) and
H ( f ) are transmitter spectrum mask and overall receiver filter
response, respectively, and f denotes the frequency
separation between a desired signal and an interference signal.
Therefore it can be plainly expected that NFD yields 0 dB for
the co-channel interference with f  0 . In order to calculate
NFD numerically, a discrete form of Eq. (7) may be written by

 n1 Tci  Rci   n1 Toi  Rci 
NFD  10 log 10  10 10  / 10 10 
  i0

 i0

(10)

where n denotes number of samples, H ( f ) 2  Rci (dB ) is the
receiver mask sampled at a defined step frequency in co-channel,
G( f )  Tci (dB) means the transmission mask sampled at a
defined step frequency in co-channel, and G( f  f )  Toi (dB) is
the transmission mask sampled at a defined step frequency in
offset.

Fig. 4 Geometry of Tx-Rx and multiple interferers

The degradation of received signal caused by the Gaussianlike multiple interferers, combined with the assumed white
Gaussian noise channel, is expressed by [23], [25]

C. Protection Ratio and Multiple Interferences
For the basic method of frequency coordination, a generic
interference management methodology and criteria based upon
the concept of a protection ratio (PR) is adopted. It defines a
minimum ratio of the relative levels of wanted to unwanted
signals at the input port of the potential victim receiver for a

(C / N )t  ( N / C )  ( I / C )

(12)

( I / C)  ( I1 / C)  ( I 2 / C),...,( I n / C)

(13)

1

where ( N / C ) is the thermal noise-to-carrier ratio, ( I / C ) is
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the equivalent interference-to-carrier ratio, (C / N )t is the total
degraded (C / N ) due to multiple interferences, and

Parameters
Tx power
Ant. gain
(C/N)min-rqrd
N
C
I
PR(=C/I)

( Ii / C)(i  1,2,..., n) is the i-th interference-to- carrier ratio.
III. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
A. Virtual Geographic Information and Field Calculation
To illustrate the procedure for interference calculation from
the derived formulations, geographic information of latitude,
longitude, and altitude was generated virtually from the
combinations of 10 different Gaussian functions. The area in
Fig. 5-(a) is equal to 54  40[km]2 . For arbitrary Tx-Rx

Table 1 FWS parameters and PR
Calculated Values
Remarks
27 dBm
Center freq. =2.7 GHz
40 dBi
Gt=Gr
26.3 dB @ BER 10-6 64-QAM w/o coding
-99.5 dBm
BW= 28 MHz
-73.2 dBm
-105.5 dBm
I/N= -6.0 dB
+32.3 dB
NFD = 0 dB

Next, in order to see interference effect of Rx, Fig. 7 shows
BER curves as a function of C / I for FWS in Fig. 5 [26]. For
the curve of (C / I )   dB, it is equivalent to BER curve of C / N
without interference. It is clear that from Eq. (12) BER
performance is dramatically degraded as interference level
increases.

locations in Fig. 5-(a), its path profile with the 1st Fresnel zone is
depicted in Fig. 5-(b).

(a) Tx and Rx locations
(b) Path profile
Fig. 5 Geographic information and path profile

Fig. 6 shows the field strength values between Tx and Rx as a
function of distance, obtained at a frequency of 300 MHz,
receiver height of 10 m, and variability of 50 % in location and
30 % in time.

Fig. 7 BER performance for C/I

In addition to examine the filtering of receiver selectivity by
NFD, for instance, the curve noted by the solid line (a) in Fig. 8
was taken for a transmitter spectrum mask (dB/MHz), which
can be used for FWS and radar. The curve (c) was chosen for the
receiver selectivity expressed by H ( f ) 2  Rci (dB ) which means
the square of the overall receiver filter response [27]. The
graphical concept of frequency allocations for calculating NFD
are depicted in Fig. 9.

Fig. 6 Field strength values between Tx and Rx

For the sake of simplicity, it was assumed that the system
parameters of FWS and radar, especially for transmitting
frequency, power, and bandwidth are taken virtually to show the
procedure for interference analysis. The FWS is the radio relay
system used for transmitting data of STM-1 level, and its
operating frequency is chosen at 2.7 GHz with occupied
bandwidth of 28 MHz and channel bandwidth of 29.65 MHz.
Table 1 shows the calculated protection ratio of FWS under
64-QAM and the maximum allowable I / N  6.0 dB. The
required PR yields 32.3 dB which is equal to the minimum
required C / I for the co-channel interference.

Fig. 8 Tx spectrum mask and receiver selectivity
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Table 3 Radar system characteristics
Parameters
Values
Center frequency
2.7 GHz
Peak power
40 dBm (10 Watts)
Main beam gain
40 dBi (Gt=Gr)
Pulse width
0.1 μsec
Rx IF bandwidth
28 MHz @ 3 dB
Pulse repetition rate
2000 pps
Distance from Rx
50 km
Radar altitude
About 70 m lower than Rx
Fig. 9 Frequency allocations of FWS and radar

Fig. 11 shows the locations of FWS and radar on the map with
geographic information, where the discrimination angle
between two systems can be obtained by scalar product of two

Fig. 10 indicates the calculated NFD as a function of
frequency offset f and gives 1.9 dB and 35.9 dB at the offset

vectors, resulting in 20° on the S-I plane. Fig. 12 depicts the
path profiles for Tx-Rx and Rx-Radar, respectively.

of 10 MHz and 30 MHz, respectively. Even though the integral
range for computing NFD is from 0 to  Hz, the integration
was actually performed from f0  40 MHz to f0  40 MHz,
where f 0 is the channel center frequency, because the
cumulative power beyond that bandwidth is negligible. Table 2
summarized the minimum required PR of FWS including NFD
with respect to frequency offset to the channel center of FWS.

Fig. 11 Geometry of FWS and radar

Fig. 12 Path profiles of Tx-Rx and Rx-Radar

Figs. 13 and 14 illustrate the interference power of Rx

Fig. 10 Calculated NFD with frequency offset

operated at the co-channel of radar. The azimuth angle 0° in Fig.
13 is set to the direction of radar main beam on the S-I plane in
Fig. 2. It was shown that the range of azimuth angle for I less

Table 2 Required PR with frequency offset
NFD (dB)
PR (dB)
f (MHz)
0
10
20
30

0
1.9
6.0
35.9

32.3
30.4
26.3
-3.6

than -105.5 dBm is greater than about 7.5°.

On the other hand, to calculate radar interference at Rx, the
case of radar interfering with Rx was considered. Table 3
illustrates the assumed parameters of radar. The centre
frequency of radar and its peak power are 2.7 GHz and 40 dBm,
respectively, with LI  LV  0 dB, and radar is operated in the
range from 0 to f (MHz) regarding channel center of Rx. Also
a rotationally symmetrical antenna pattern was used by Rec.
ITU-R M.1652 for radar and F.699 for FWS with D /   18
where D and  are the maximum size of antenna and the
wavelength of frequency, respectively [28], [29].

Fig. 13 Interference power of Rx in azimuth angle
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from 28 MHz to 40 MHz. So the resultant values such as C, N,
and I were changed, but the protection ratio keeps constant
because the same modulation as well as I/N level are adopted.
The assumed parameters of radar are the same as Table 3 except
IF bandwidth and radar altitude. The radar is operated at the
co-channel FWS with 40 MHz, and the altitude of radar is 480
m lower than that of Rx.

In the similar way the elevation angle in Fig. 14 varies from
-90° to +90° where the angle 0° is set to the direction of main
beam of radar on the S-I plane. The range of elevation angle for
I greater than -105.5 dBm is equal to from -7.5° to +7.5°, which
can not satisfy the required protection ratio of 32.3 dB for the
given I/N = -6 dB. Therefore it is concluded that for the given
geometry of Fig. 11 and system parameters of Tables 1 and 3, if
the off-axis angle from radar main beam is out of range from
-7.5° to +7.5°, Rx is possible to provide the qualified
performance for the given I/N. Otherwise the frequency
coordination should be done inevitably by adjusting system
parameters and its locations etc.

(a) Tx-Rx
(b) Radar-Rx
Fig. 16 Path profiles of Tx-Rx and Radar-Rx

Fig. 14 Interference power of Rx in elevation angle

B. Real Geographic Information and Interference Analysis
To show some computational results for a real map with
80  60[km2 ] as shown in Fig. 15, the point on the map
Fig. 17 Field strength values between Tx and Rx

comprises geographic information of latitude, longitude, and
altitude. For arbitrary locations of Tx, Rx, and radar, path
profiles with the 1st Fresnel zone are depicted in Fig. 16. And
Fig. 17 illustrates the field strength values between Tx and Rx as
a function of distance for 1 kW ERP, obtained at a frequency of
2700 MHz, receiver height of 10 m, and variability of 50 % in
location and 30 % in time.

Parameters
Tx power
Ant. gain
(C/N)min-rqrd
N
C
I
PR(=C/I)

Table 4 FWS parameters and PR
Values
Remarks
27 dBm
Center freq. =2.7 GHz
40 dBi
Gt=Gr
26.3 dB @ BER 10-6 64-QAM w/o coding
-97.98 dBm
BW=40 MHz
-71.68 dBm
-103.98 dBm
I/N= -6.0 dB
+32.3 dB
NFD= 0 dB

Now consider the calculation of interference power from Eq.
(6) and two systems. The discrimination angle between Tx-Rx
and Rx-Radar in Fig. 15 can be obtained by scalar product of


two vectors S and I , resulting in about 30.8° on the S-I plane
in Fig. 2. Fig. 18 presents the distribution of field strength
E (dB( V / m)) around the radar in Fig. 15, which was obtained
by Rec. ITU-R P.1546 under 1 kW ERP.
Next, to investigate the filtering effect of receiver selectivity
by NFD, for instance, the curve noted by the solid line (a) in Fig.
19 was taken for a transmitter spectrum mask (dB/MHz), which
can be used for FWS and radar, and the curve noted by the

Fig. 15 Geographic information and system locations

The assumed FWS characteristics are illustrated in Table 4,
which is the same as Table 1, but the channel bandwidth varied
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dotted line was chosen for the receiver selectivity [30]. The
calculated NFD was shown in Fig. 20 and Table 5.

systems for assuring interoperability, we considered the case of
radar interfering with the Rx, and the rotationally symmetrical
antenna patterns were adopted for both systems [28], [29].
D /   18 for FWS was taken where D is the maximum size of
antenna and  is the wavelength of frequency.
Fig. 21 shows the interference power of Rx as functions of
frequency offset and azimuth angle. Since the discrimination
angle is 30.8°, the antenna gain of Rx can be easily determined.
The azimuth angle 0° is set to the direction of radar main beam
on the S-I plane. For the curve of frequency offset f = 0 MHz,
which is equivalent to co-channel operation, the received
interference power is lower than the maximum allowable
interference level of -103.98 dBm at the azimuth angle greater
than about 5.5°. Also for the curve of f  30 MHz, it crosses
the line of the maximum allowable interference level at about 4°.
Consequently to assure compatibility for Rx of FWS, the radar
should have at least the off-axis angle greater than 5.5° from the
main beam direction under the assumed system parameters
regardless of frequency offset.
In the similar way Fig. 22 illustrates the received interference
power of Rx for elevation angle and frequency offset. It is noted
that all curves are symmetrical to 0° due to adopting the
rotationally symmetric antenna pattern.

Fig. 18 Field strength distribution around radar

Fig. 19 Tx spectrum mask and receiver selectivity

Fig. 21 Received interference power for azimuth angle

Fig. 20 Calculated NFD with frequency offset

f (MHz)
0
10
20
30

Table 5 Required PR with frequency offset
NFD (dB)
PR (dB)
0
1.2
2.9
5.8

32.3
31.1
29.4
26.5

Fig. 22 Received interference power for elevation angle

IV. CONCLUSION
Finally in order to check the interference effect between two

In this paper, based upon radio propagation predictions of
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Rec. ITU-R P.1546 used for terrestrial services in the frequency
range of 30 MHz to 3000 MHz, formulations of received signal
and protection ratio have been presented to assess compatibility
between wireless systems. The minimum coupling loss method
was adopted for interference analysis, describing
frequency-distance separation rule under the maximum
allowable interference level. To illustrate some computational
results for assumed system parameters, virtual and real
geographic data were taken into account. Performance
evaluations including protection ratio and net filter
discrimination were accomplished for the fixed wireless system,
interfered with the radar operating at co-channel as well as
frequency offset. Moreover interference effect of the victim
receiver has been also examined by varying radar beam
direction with respect to azimuth and elevation angles.
The developed methodology can be actually extended to
evaluate frequency coordination or compatibility for the
frequency dependent systems under the net-centric warfare in
the VHF and UHF bands.
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